ILEEN SNODDY
At-Large Member, Appointed 2021

Ileen Snoddy is a Senior Representative in the SRP Research Archives and Heritage Department. Ileen holds a Bachelor of Science degree in History from Arizona State University. She manages the SRP Heritage Center from creating exhibits to educational programming. Ileen also works with nonprofit institutions throughout Arizona making connections with the community to SRP’s past, present and future.

Ileen has been employed at SRP for over 30 years overseeing the heritage aspect of SRP through the administration of the History and Social Science education grants and overseeing the SRP artifact collection.

Having worked in partnership with the Arizona Historical Society on many diverse projects over the years, Ileen looks forward to serving on the Board of Directors as a member of a creative team advancing Arizona history through community outreach efforts.

A native Phoenician, Ileen enjoys learning about our diverse Arizona communities, their stories and meeting the people who form the threads of these communities which they call home.

“I am honored to serve on the Board of Directors for the Arizona Historical Society. The rich cultural history of the Society is the key to success in sharing their mission through educational programming, exhibits and research opportunities. Having key institutions located throughout the state allows for the Society to focus on distinct attributes of our communities while finding the common thread that weaves the fabric of Arizona into a place of being and community.”